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1. The market game
2. The concept of market efficiency
3. The dt effect
4. Finance without probability
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Part 1. The market game
•
•

Game of bounded prediction models financial markets.
Model is realistic because results are worst‐case.

Part 2. The concept of market efficiency
•
•
•

Fama’s efficient markets hypothesis (EMH)
The Cournotian hypothesis
Calibrating transaction cost

Part 3. The dt effect
•
•

Random‐walk explanation
Game‐theoretic explantion

Part 4. Finance without probability
•
•

Risk and return
Capital asset pricing model (CAPM)
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Part 1. The market game
• Game of bounded prediction models financial markets.
• Model is realistic because results are worst‐case.

Louis Bachelier
1870‐1946

Fischer Black
1938‐1995
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Part 1. Market game

Recall Lecture 1’s probability games.
Coin tossing

Bounded prediction

Now suppose Reality’s last move forecasts her next move.
Special case of the
bounded prediction
protocol.
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Part 1. Market game

Special case of the
bounded prediction
protocol.

Change the names.
Skeptic
Reality

Investor
Market

Suppose yn is the price of a stock or some other financial
instrument at time n.
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Part 1. Market game

Special case of the
bounded prediction
protocol.

In Working Paper #5 at www.probabilityandfinance.com, we assumed that
Investor starts with unit capital and wrote Sn for Sn‐ Sn‐1 .
Bachelier (1900)

Black/Scholes (1973)

Stock prices must be nonnegative. Bachelier neglected this detail.
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Part 1. Market game

Common objections :
• Market is not a single player.
• Investor influences Market’s moves.
Response: Our theory
• tells what Investor can accomplish regardless of how Market moves.
• hence is valid no matter how Market’s moves are determined
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Part 2. The concept of market efficiency
• Fama’s efficient markets hypothesis (EMH)
• The Cournotian hypothesis
• Calibrating transaction cost

Paul Samuelson
1915‐2009

Burton Makiel
Born 1932

Robert Lucas
Born 1937

Eugene Fama
Born 1939
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Fama’s 1970 explanation of market efficiency
remains foundational for the theory of finance.
Some of Fama’s words:
(somehow) be stated in terms of
1. A market in which prices always
expected returns.
“fully reflect” all available
4. …some such assumption is the
information is called “efficient.”
unavoidable price one must pay to
2. To make the model testable, the
give the theory of efficient markets
model of price formation must be
empirical content.
specified in more detail. In essence,
5. The assumptions … rule out the
we must define somewhat more
possibility of trading systems … that
exactly what is meant by “fully
have expected profits or returns in
reflect.”
excess of equilibrium expected
3. Most of the available work is based
profits or returns.
only on the assumption that the
conditions of market equilibrium can

Eugene F. Fama (1970), Efficient capital markets: A review of theory and empirical work, Journal of
Finance XXV(2):383‐417.
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Fama’s joint hypothesis problem
From his 2013 Nobel Prize lecture:
It was clear from the beginning
that the central question is whether
asset prices reflect all available
information—what I labeled the
efficient markets hypothesis (Fama
1965b). The difficulty is making the
hypothesis testable. We can’t test
whether the market does what it is
supposed to do unless we specify
what it is supposed to do. In other
words, we need an asset pricing
model, a model that specifies the

characteristics of rational expected
asset returns in a market
equilibrium. Tests of efficiency
basically test whether the properties
of expected returns implied by the
assumed model of market
equilibrium are observed in actual
returns. If the tests reject, we don’t
know whether the problem is an
inefficient market or a bad model of
market equilibrium. This is the joint
hypothesis problem emphasized in
Fama (1970).

Fama’s Nobel prize lecture:
https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic‐sciences/laureates/2013/fama‐lecture.pdf
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Fama’s 2013 Nobel Prize lecture continued
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Fama’s 2013 Nobel Prize lecture continued
In my youth, this
would have
sounded bizarre
to statisticians
and economists.
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Part 2. Market efficiency

In 1971, Lucas and Prescott:
.. we [assume] that the actual
or that price expectations are
and anticipated prices have the rational.
same probability distribution,

In other words, there is a probability
distribution for future prices that is
1. unknown to economists yet
2. objectively correct and
3. adopted by all the decision
makers in the economy.

This curious assumption is now
fundamental in economics.

Robert E. Lucas, Jr, Edward C. Prescott. Investment under uncertainty.
Econometrica, 39(5):659‐681, September 1971.
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Samuelson’s 1965 suggestion that prices fluctuate randomly
now sounds quaintly diffident.
His questions have not been answered.
I have not here discussed
where the basic probability
distributions are supposed to
come from. In whose minds
are they ex ante? Is there any
ex post validation of them? Are
they supposed to belong to the
market as a whole? And what
does that mean? Are they
supposed to belong to the

“representative individual,”
and who is he? Are they some
defensible or necessitous
compromise of divergent
expectation patterns? Do price
quotations somehow produce
a Pareto‐optimal configuration
of ex ante subjective
probabilities?

Paul A. Samuelson. Proof that properly anticipated prices fluctuate randomly.
Industrial Management Review, 6:41–50, Spring 1965. (Final paragraph)
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Game‐theoretic definition of market efficiency
Tests of market efficiency usually test the implication
Fama mentioned in 1970: there are no trading systems
that produce excess expected profits or returns.
We can avoid
1. the joint hypothesis problem and
2. the odd Samuelson/Lucas picture
by adopting a Cournotian version of this implication as
our definition of market efficiency.
Cournotian efficient market hypothesis (EMH):
No simple strategy for Investor will multiply the capital
he risks by a large factor.
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Game‐theoretic definition of market efficiency

Market is efficient if no simple strategy for Investor that
does not risk bankruptcy will
• multiply the capital he risks by a large factor,
• i.e., make IN very large.
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Market is efficient if no simple
strategy for Investor that does not
risk bankruptcy will
• multiply the capital he risks by a
large factor,
• i.e., make IN very large.

Game‐theoretic market efficiency is a matter of degree.
You find a simple strategy that
would have multiplied the capital
you risk by a large factor had you
traded at prices reported in a
financial database.

Then the degree of market
inefficiency can be measured by
level of transaction costs that
would have wiped out your gain.
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Part 2. Market efficiency

Game‐theoretic market
efficiency is a matter of degree.
You find a simple strategy that
would have multiplied the
capital you risk by a large factor
had you traded at the prices
reported in a financial
database.
Then the degree of market
inefficiency can be measured by
level of transaction costs that
would have wiped out your
gain.

Example:
Price changes for share prices of small
companies tend to be autocorrelated: a
change in price today tends to be
followed by a change in the same
direction tomorrow.
In theory, this allows a momentum
strategy to multiply the capital it risks
by a large factor.
But the effect is erased totally by a 1.5%
transaction cost, which is realistic in
view of the illiquidity of the stock.

"Testing lead‐lag effects under game‐theoretic efficient market hypotheses",
by Wei Wu and Glenn Shafer (November 2007).
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Part 2. Market efficiency
Fama: “what I labeled the efficient markets hypothesis (Fama 1965b).”

Plural or singular?
Counts from Google Scholar
market

markets

1965‐2000

4,950

2,130

2000‐2016

19,100

6,870

But the Google Books Ngram Viewer shows the plural to be about 4 times
more popular over the whole period from 1965 to 2008.

Game‐theoretic probability demands the singular.
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Part 2. Market efficiency
Are financial markets really efficient?
Debated for many decades.
Some, such as Burton Malkiel, argue that the
“efficient‐markets hypothesis” is confirmed
whenever apparently profitable trading
strategies are ruled out by market frictions.
Others, such as Robert Shiller, argue that the
investor preferences and probabilities
required to justify market prices are
sometimes implausible.

Burton Malkiel
Born 1932

Robert Shiller
Born 1946

By making market efficiency a matter of degree,
game‐theoretic finance can help diffuse the standoff.
Burton G. Malkiel (2003. The efficient market hypothesis and its critics. Journal of Economic Perspectives 17:59–82.
Robert J. Shiller (200)3. From efficient markets theory to behavioral finance. Journal of Economic Perspectives 17:83–104.
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Part 3. The dt effect
• Random‐walk explanation
• Game‐theoretic explanation

Jules Regnault
1834‐1894

Louis Bachelier
1870‐1946

Holbrook Working
1895‐1985

Maurice Kendall
1907‐1983
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Part 3. dt

The dt effect
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Part 3. dt
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Part 3. dt
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Part 3. dt
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Part 3. dt
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Part 3. dt
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Part 3. dt

The dt effect was first stated in 1863 by Jules
Regnault, in his Calcul des Chances et
Philosophie de la Bourse.
Page 50: “l’écart des cours est en raison directe
de la racine carrée des temps”.
In English: “the deviation of prices is directly
proportional to the square root of time”.
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Part 3. dt

Explaining The dt effect by the random walk
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Part 3. dt

Random walk in the 20th century
Louis Bachelier (1900), "Théorie de la
spéculation" Annales Scientifiques de l’École
Normale Supérieure 3(17):21–86

Apparently
independent
of each other!

Holbrook Working (1934), A random‐
difference series for use in the analysis of time
series, Journal of the American Statistical
Association 29(185):11–24.

Maurice G. Kendall (1953), The analysis of
economic time‐series—Part I: Prices, Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society, A 116(1):11–25.
History of the Efficient Market Hypothesis, by Martin Sewall, 2011
http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/fileadmin/UCL‐
CS/images/Research_Student_Information/RN_11_04.pdf
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Part 3. dt

The precision of the
argument depends on
how often trading
takes place.
You do not get an
exact probability
picture with limited
trading.
Working Paper 5
www.probabilityandfin
ance.com
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Part 3. dt

From Working Paper 5 at www.probabilityandfinance.com

In both cases, a simple strategy makes
money for sure.
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Part 3. dt
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Part 3. dt

the lemma,
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Part 3. dt
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Part 4. Finance without probability
• Risk and return
• Capital asset pricing model (CAPM)

Other results that finance theory derives using strong probabilistic
assumptions follow from the game‐theoretic efficient market hypothesis.
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Part 4. Finance without probability

Risk and return

Theorem. Skeptic can multiply his
capital by a large factor unless
HFM’s average return AVE and the
variance of his returns VAR satisfy
AVE < VAR/2 + small amount.

Shafer and Vovk, Probability and Finance, Chapter 15, Section 4.
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Part 4. Finance without probability

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

"The game‐theoretic Capital Asset Pricing Model", by Vladimir Vovk and Glenn Shafer,
International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 49 175–197 (2008).
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Part 4. Finance without probability

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
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Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

Part 4. Finance without probability
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Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

Part 4. Finance without probability
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Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

Part 4. Finance without probability

The CAPM of stochastic finance

All quantities are theoretical, except perhaps r, the risk‐free rate.

The CAPM of gam‐theoretic finance

All quantities are empirical.

Neither is very predictive but neither is rejected by empirical tests.
Stochastic CAPM not rejected because of joint hypothesis problem.
Game‐theoretic CAPM not rejected because approximation is very loose.
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Part 4. Finance without probability

Quants who reject finance theory

Nassim Nicholas Taleb

Elie Ayache

Born 1966
Lebanon

Born 1960
Lebanon

Former trader. Believes in a
random generator of prices but
thinks we cannot know it.
• The Black Swan: The Impact of
the Highly Improbable, 2007
• A Mathematical Formulation of
Fragility (freely available,
2015), with Raphael Douady

Supplies the software that sets
option prices. Rejects the picture
of randomly generated prices.
• The Blank Swan: The End of
Probability, 2010
• The Medium of Contingency:
An Inverse View of the Market,
2015
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Part 4. Finance without probability
Elie Ayache on his second book
You maintain that hardly anybody assumes a
'random generator'. Well, do they? Apparently,
you haven't been talking to quants or attending
quant conferences or reading any theoretical work
in finance (not to mention econometrics) over the
last decades.

random generators of some kind; or that I could
not produce derivative prices based on technical
analysis or loose journalistic talk relative to a
buyer meeting a seller and to the overlap of their
prospects. On the other hand, it is truly
unfortunate that the user of the derivative pricing
technology could not but use it in the actual
'Oh, but traders and market practitioners “without market and could not be satisfied with the passing
the elaborate vocabulary” (Brooklyn boys, as Taleb observation that the market is an accident or an
would call them) do not assume random
imperfection that falls beyond the jurisdiction of
the corresponding theoretical model or the
generators or fictions of that ilk! They just trade
the stuff; they don't model it or theorize about it.' corresponding quantitative paper. Quants can
forever deny recalibration and living market‐
'Fine; but then what do you make of the builders,
makers can forever deny models. But the
like myself, of a technology of derivative pricing?
technology sits right in the middle, or right in the
Where do you rank technology? On the side of
knot, and it dictates that recalibration should
become a technological process and should be re‐
theory or the side of practice?'
embedded in the technology. This, the problem of
making sense in a systematic way ‐‐ i.e. no longer
It is truly unfortunate that I shouldn't be able to
present a derivative price to the potential user of
approximately or vaguely of the technology that
the technology I build unless that price was backed my company is providing, is what prompted the
by the procedure of hedging it. Consequently, it is metaphysical systematization or at least systematic
truly unfortunate that my technology could not
critique that I undertake in the book.
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but internally rely on stochastic processes and

Most relevant papers at www.probabilityandfinance.com
#1 "The game‐theoretic Capital Asset Pricing Model", by Vladimir Vovk and
Glenn Shafer, International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 49 175–197 (2008).
#5 "A game‐theoretic explanation of the sqrt(dt) effect", by Vladimir Vovk and
Glenn Shafer (2003).
#15 "From Cournot's principle to market efficiency", by Glenn Shafer (2006). Pp.
55‐95 of Augustin Cournot: Modelling Economics, edited by Jean‐Philippe Touffut,
Edward Elgar, 2007.
#23 "Testing lead‐lag effects under game‐theoretic efficient market hypotheses",
by Wei Wu and Glenn Shafer (November 2007).
#38 "The efficient index hypothesis and its implications in the BSM model", by
Vladimir Vovk (first posted September 2011, last revised October 2011).
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